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Docket: 040-07580
License: SMB-911

Fansteel Metals, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. J. G. Duggan
Number I Tantalum Place
North Chicago, IL 60064

Gentlemen:

This refers to the special, unannounced radiation safety inspection conducted
by Mr. C. L. Cain of this office on July 16, 1984, of the activities authorized
by NRC Source Material License SMB-911 and to the discussion of our findings
held by the inspector with members of your staff at the conclusion of the
inspection. The enclosed NRC Inspection Report 040-07580/84-01 documents this
inspection.

The inspection was an examination of the activities conducted under the license
as they relate to radiation safety and to compliance with the Commission's
rules and regulations, and the conditions of the license. The inspection
consisted of selective examinations of procedures and representative records,
interviews of personnel, independent measurements, and observations by the
inspector.

During this inspection certain of your activities were found not to be
conducted in full compliance with NRC requirements. Consequently, you are
required to respond to this matter in writing in accordance with the provisions
of Section 2.201 of the NRC "Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title10, Code of
Federal Regulations. Your response should be based on the specifics. contained
in the Notice of Violation enclosed with this letter.

Mr. Cain also reviewed the action you had taken with respect to a violation
observed during our previous inspection, which was conducted July 19-20, 1982.
He verified that the corrective action with respect to this item was
implemented as stated in your replies of September 8 and November 2, 1982, to
our letters dated August 13 and October 25, 1982.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of this
letter and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the NRC's Public
Document Room. If this report contains any information that you believe to be
exempt from disclosure under 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4), it is necessary that you
(a) notify this office by telephone within 10 days from the date of this letter
of your intention to file a request for withholding; and (b) submit within
25 days from the date of this letter a written application to this office to
withhold such information. If your receipt of his letter has been delayed
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such that less than 7 days are available for your review, please notify this
office promptly so that a new due date may be established. Consistent with
Section 2.790(b)(1), any such application must be accompanied by an affidavit
executed by the owner of the information which identifies the document or part
sought to be withheld, and which contains a full statement of the reasons on
the basis which it is claimed that the information should be withheld from
public disclosure. This section further requires the statement to address with
specificity the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The information
sought to be withheld shall be incorporated as far as possible into a separate
part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this regard within the
specified periods noted above, the report will be placed in the Public Document
Room.

With respect to the leakage from Pond # 3, we find that the leak has apparently
been plugged and the monitoring wells have shown background activity.
Therefore, you may cease issuance of your monthly status report as requested by
our letter dated February 3, 1983.

The response directed by this letter and accompanying Notice is not subject to
the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, we will be pleased to
discuss them with you.

Sincerely,

R. E. Hall, Acting Chief
Nuclear Materials Safety and

Safeguards Branch

Enclosure:
1. Appendix A - Notice of Violation
2. Appendix B - NRC Inspection Report 040-07580/84-01

cc: Fansteel Metals, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. James A. Pierret
Number Ten Tantalum Place
Muskogee, OK 74401

bcc: c/o DMB (IE-07)
J. Collins
R. Bangart
T. Westerman
Inspector
S. File
Lic. Fee File
Info Systems
RIV Files
TPB



APPENDIX

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Fansteel Metals, Inc. Docket: 040-07580
License: SMB-911

Based on the results of the inspection conducted on July 16, 1984, and in
accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C),
49 FR 8583 (March 8, 1984), the following violation was identified:

License Condition 15 requires, in part, that well water samples shall be
taken monthly and that if the gross alpha concentration in a monitoring
well exceeds 15 pci/liter or the gross beta-gamma concentration exceeds
50 pci/liter, isotopic analyses shall be made to identify the major
nuclide.

Contrary to these requirements, since August 1983, monthly samples were
not obtained in November 1983 and March 1984, and although
concentrations have often exceeded the designated levels, isotopic
analyses have never been performed.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement VI).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Fansteel Metals, Inc., is hereby
required to submit to this office, within 30 days of the date of this Notice, a
written statement or explanation in reply, including:

(1) the corrective steps which have been taken and the results achieved;

(2) the corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further violations; and

(3) the date when full compliance will be achieved.

Consideration may be given to extending your response time for good cause
shown.

Dated AUG 0 9 1984



APPENDIX B

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION IV

NRC Inspection Report: 040-07580/84-01 License: SMB-911

Docket: 040-07580

Licensee: Fansteel Metals, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. J. G. Duggan
Number 1 Tantalum Place
North Chicago, IL 60064

Inspection At: Muskogee, OK

Inspection Conducted: July 16, 1984

Inspector:
C. L. Cain, Radiation Specialist

R. J. Everett, Chief, Nuclear Materials Safety
Section

Date I

Date
Approved:

Inspection Summary

Inspection Conducted July 16, 1984 (Report: 040-07580/84-01)

Areas Inspected: Special, unannounced inspection of source material operations
including radiation safety activities and waste management. Special attention
was focused on the previously identified leaking waste pond. The inspection
involved 5 inspector-hours onsite by one NRC inspector.

Results: Within the two areas inspected, one violation was identified in one
area as follows: contrary to License Condition 15, well water samples were not
obtained monthly and were not isotopically analyzed when required.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*James A. Pierret, Plant Manager
*Thomas S. Carlile, Jr., Plant Services Manager

Gary Norman, Technician

*Present at exit briefing.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed) Violation (040-07580/82-01): Failure to calibrate survey
instruments. The NRC inspector observed that available instruments were
operable and recently calibrated.

3. Background

The licensee is authorized to possess natural uranium and thorium incident
to the extraction of columbium and tantalum from various ores. Source
material tailings are stored in a lined retention pond which was
constructed at the plant site during 1979.

During the spring of 1982, piezometer readings and increased seepage flow
from the pond French drain indicated liner leakage. The licensee
commissioned a contractor to investigate the problem, and the contractor
subsequently verified the leakage. The licensee agreed to specific
actions regarding the leakage as documented in an NRC confirmatory action
letter dated February 3, 1983. The licensee agreed to install three
additional monitoring wells, to locate and mend the leak, and to supply
NRC with monthly progress reports.

A review of the licensee's progress reports indicated that the monitor
wells were installed during May 1983 and that the licensee had discharged
more than a million pounds of dry hydrated lime into the pond to raise the
pH of the pond contents. Based on accompanying monitoring data, the
resulting calcium fluoride precipitant appears to have plugged the leak.
The licensee pumped the longitudinal pond drain from February until July
1984. Since then, flow from the French drain has been essentially static,
and levels in the two adjacent monitor wells have decreased.

4. Waste Management Review

The NRC inspector toured the project site and observed the plant
facilities, monitor wells, Pond 3 containing the waste slurry, and the
newly constructed Pond 9, which contains the supernatant from Pond 3 as
well as other process wastes. Both ponds were observed to be lined with a
polyester fabric and to have adequate freeboards. The NRC inspector noted
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the locations of the three new monitor wells near Pond 3 and the French
drain ana longitudinal drain sample points.

The plant manager presented data pertaining to sample analyses for the
22 site monitoring wells including the 3 new ones. The samples had been
typically analyzed for gross alpha (by the licensee), pH, fluoride,
nitrogen, and zinc, and the depth to water had also been recorded. In
some cases other parameters were also measured. Samples were usually
obtained monthly.

The NRC inspector noted large fluctuations for gross alpha data with some
wells evidencing an unmistakable downward trending while others appeared
to remain static or indeterminable. No clear upward trends were noted
even though data were reviewed for a 2-year interval. The licensee stated
that soil contamination resulting from plant operation prior to pond
construction could account for some data transients during rainy periods.

The NRC inspector reviewed licensee records associated with License
Amendment 8 issued August 15, 1983, which added License Condition 15.
The condition requires monthly gross alpha and gross beta-gamma analysis
of samples from 19 site monitoring wells. Samples had been obtained every
month except for November 1983 and March 1984. The condition also
requires isotopic analysis whenever gross alpha measurements exceed
15 pci/l or the gross beta-gamma exceeds 50 pci/l. Although these levels
were exceeded on numerous occasions, an isotopic analysis had never been
performed. These deficiencies were identified as violations of License
Condition 15.

The NRC inspector also reviewed weekly sample data for effluent to the
Arkansas River and noted results to range up to 100 pci/l gross alpha.

5. Radiation Safety Review

Although the Radiation Safety Officer was absent at the time of the
inspection, the NRC inspector did review, to the extent possible, the
licensee's radiation protection program.

The licensee has continued to monitor airborne contamination weekly at
three locations in plant buildings. Samplers have been calibrated with a
laboratory manometer, and samples have been counted for gross alpha on one
of two laboratory gas proportional scalers. Data have ranged to 2x10-1 0

uCi/ml gross alpha but typically have been in the order of 10-12 uCi/ml.
The scalers, which have also been used to analyze well and effluent
samples, have been calibrated using certified Am-241 and Th-230 sources.

Surface contamination has been monitored weekly at four plant locations,
and data have consistently been below 1000 dpm/100 cm2 . The licensee has
also monitored worker coveralls weekly. Certain workers have been issued
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TLD badges which have been exchanged quarterly. The highest 1983 whole
body exposure was 100 millirems. All appropriate areas were posted in
accordance with 10 CFR 20.203, and postings required by 10 CFR 19.11 were
conspicuous.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Exit Interview

The NRC inspector met with licensee personnel referenced in Section 1 on
July 16, 1984, and summarized the purpose, scope, and findings of the
inspection.

The NRC inspector indicated that it appears that the previously identified
pond leakage had been significantly ameliorated, if not eliminated; and
the licensee stated that no action, in addition to that already
established, was planned.


